The experimentally determined Sagnac fringe shift dependency on angular velocity and enclosed area is derived from the rotating reference frame using non-time-orthogonal tensor analysis. The relationship for the most general case, in which the area enclosed is not circular and does not have the axis of rotation passing through its center, is determined. It is submitted that this quantitative result, along with a related thought experiment, can not be found using the conventional approach of local co-moving Lorentz frames.
INTRODUCTION
In 1913 M. G. Sagnac [1] sent light rays in the clockwise (cw) and counterclockwise (ccw) directions on a rotating platform, and examined the resulting interference fringe patterns made by the returning rays. He found, as have subsequent researchers, that the fringes shifted as the angular velocity of the platform changed. Post [2] summarized the results of these researchers and presented the experimentally determined first order relationship
where ω and A are angular velocity and area vector quantities, respectively, c is the standard value for speed of light in vacuum/air, and ∆Z is the fractional change in fringe location. λ o is wavelength of the light in the lab frame before it is directed down the axis of rotation, out a radial direction on the rotating platform, and split via a 50% reflection/transmission mirror into the two cw and ccw rays. In the simplest case where the two rays travel circular paths A =2πr and ω = v/r. From the standpoint of special relativity theory (SRT), this result may seem perplexing, as SRT posits that no change in speed of the reference frame should affect the speed of light or any measurements that one could make. This principle is considered to extend to general relativity (GR) in which the local physically measured speed of light is c, even in non-inertial frames. Yet, in the Sagnac experiment the result depends on the speed v of the platform along the path traveled by the rays.
Consider, for example, that the cw and ccw light rays travel identical routes (in reverse), and according to SRT (and GR) each must have the same speed c as physically measured locally at all points along that path regardless of the motion of the platform. Hence, one can only conclude that maxima (or minima) on both rays should return to the fringe location at the same time, regardless of path speed v.
One may at first consider that the light rays originated from one source in the lab and that as they struck the half silvered mirrors and were reflected in opposite directions, they may have undergone Doppler shifting, which resulted in the observed effect [3] . However, Dufour and Prunier [4] carried out a series of experiments with the light source located on the platform itself and found no change in observed results.
Further, the thought experiment of Appendix A demonstrates that short light pulses emitted from the same point on the platform, traveling the same path in the cw and ccw directions, must necessarily arrive back at that point at different times.
From the lab frame, derivation [5] of (1) and the results of Appendix A are straightforward. However, the author knows of no one who has done so from the rotating frame when requiring the local speed of light to be c in that rotating frame [6] . Selleri [7] has made this derivation, but only by denying the invariance of one way light speed in inertial frames, and thus effectively dismantling relativity theory as we know it.
The present author has carried out an analysis [8] of rotating frames, similar in some aspects to an earlier and less extensive analysis by Langevin [9] , using the metric obtained from the most commonly accepted transformation between the lab and the rotating frame. This metric has off diagonal time-space components and implies a non-orthogonality between time and space in rotating frames, dubbed herein "non-time-orthogonality".
That metric has been used successfully in the global positioning system (GPS) to account for time delays that would not be predicted under the usual relativistic assumption of isotropic local light speed. In fact Neil Ashby, recognized leader in GPS analysis, notes " .. the principle of the constancy of c cannot be applied in a rotating reference frame .." [10] . He also states "Now consider a process in which observers in the rotating frame attempt to use Einstein synchronization (constancy of the speed of light) ..... Simple minded use of Einstein synchronization in the rotating frame ... thus leads to a significant error". [11] In non-time-orthogonal (NTO) analysis, one does not insist on transforming to local time orthogonal frames on the rotating platform, as is common among prior researchers. Instead, one simply examines the NTO metric and from it, deduces concomitant physical world behavior. When this is done, not only can the Sagnac effect be derived (as shown below), but all other observed rotating frame effects can be, as well. (See Klauber [8] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] .) Further, the geometric foundation of relativity theory remains intact. All general and special relativity analyses for time orthogonal frames are unchanged.
RADIAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL LIGHT SPEEDS
In this section we derive the speed of light (as measured with standard clocks and meter sticks) in a rotating frame according to NTO analysis.
Radial Direction Speed
As shown in Langevin [9] , Klauber [8] and elsewhere, the rotating (NTO) frame metric is
where t is coordinate time and equals that on standard clocks in the lab. Note that the time on a standard clock at a fixed 3D location on the rotating disk, found by taking ds 2 = −c 2 dτ and dr = d φ = dz = 0, is
where the caret over dt indicates physical time (i.e., time measured with standard clocks fixed in the rotating frame.) For a radially directed ray of light, dφ = dz = 0, and ds = 0. Solving for dr/dt one obtains
Since g rr = 1, the physical component, (measured with standard meter sticks) for radial displacement dr equals the coordinate radial displacement dr. The physical (measured) speed of light in the radial direction is therefore
Circumferential Direction Speed
The circumferential coordinate speed of light is dφ/dt and is found, by setting ds = dr = dz = 0 in (2) and using the quadratic equation solution formula, to be
The physical component of velocity in the circumferential direction is then obtained via (3) and the general physical component relation [17] , [18] dφ = √ g φφ dφ = rdφ = distance measured in meter sticks.
Using (3) and (7), one finds the circumferential direction physical velocity
for the measured local speed of light in the circumferential direction in a rotating frame using standard meter sticks and clocks. The sign of c depends on the cw or ccw direction of the light. Note particularly that this result is a direct consequence of the NTO nature of the metric in (2) . If ω = 0 there, then time and space are orthogonal and the physical speed of light in (8) is c.
SAGNAC EXPERIMENT: THEORETICAL DERIVATION FROM ROTATING FRAME
As Appendix A makes clear, any analysis of the Sagnac effect from the point of view of the rotating frame (as opposed to the lab frame) must correctly predict different arrival times for the cw and ccw direction light pulses. This, of course, follows naturally in the NTO analysis, given that the cw and ccw pulses have different speeds. The derivation of the Sagnac effect, in terms of the fringe shift observed, follows.
Circular Light Paths about the Center of Rotation
The difference in time measured on the disk between two pulses of light traveling opposite directions along a circumferential arc of length l is
Using (8) this becomes
We will ignore the last line of (10) in what follows, merely providing it here to show the relationship with the one way time for light over the distance l for light speed = c. Now use l = 2πr in the second line of (10) to obtain the time difference around the entire circumference for the cw and ccw pulses.
From this one readily calculates the observed fringe shift for low circumferential velocity where v << c. For that approximation, c∆t phys = ∆λ, and the variation in fringe location is
(12) can be readily generalized in terms of vector quantities ω and A, and the fraction of fringe shift change ∆Z = ∆λ/λ 0 , where λ 0 is the vacuum wavelength in the lab as 
which is the same as (1).
Arbitrary Closed Light Path
An arbitrary closed path enclosing an area A fixed on the rotating frame is depicted in Figure 1 . For simplicity we first assume the entire area is planar and normal to the axis of rotation. From (10) (or more precisely, from Appendix B), the first order difference in time between the cw and ccw light pulses over an infinitesimal length of the path is
where dA is the differential area (cross hatched in Figure 1 ) enclosed by the infinitesimal length of the path and the radial lines from the center of rotation to its endpoints. When one integrates this value over the entire path, the infinitesimal section over the same width infinitesimal angle on the opposite side of the area contributes a negative area to the integration. In effect, dθ has the same absolute value, but opposite sign. Upon completing the integration the net area left is A, that enclosed by the closed path. The derivation readily generalizes to cases where the axis of rotation is not normal to the area enclosed and results in
Hence, (13) is a very general relation, accurate to first order, and valid for any enclosed area, as was determined by experiment and noted by Post [2] .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
NTO analysis correctly predicts the Sagnac and related thought experiment results from the point of view of the disk observer. This contrasts with the lack of any such prediction from the rotating frame perspective by the traditional analysis, which employs local co-moving Lorentz (time orthogonal) frames with invariant, isotropic light speed c. The author challenges anyone to derive the Sagnac effect from the rotating frame using the local Lorentz frame approach. 
APPENDIX A -THOUGHT EXPERIMENT AND SAGNAC
The speed of light, according to the first relativity postulate, must be measured the same by any observer, under any conditions. Keeping the first postulate in mind, consider the following thought experiment involving an observer fixed to the rotating disk of Figure 2 who measures the speed of light.
The observer shown has already laid meter sticks along the rim circumference and determined the distance around that circumference. As part of his experiment, he has also set up a cylindrical mirror, reflecting side facing inward, all around the circumference. He takes a clock with him and anchors himself to one spot on the disk rim. When his clock reads time T = 0 (left side of Figure 2 ) he shines two short pulses of light (the mini sine waves in the figure with accompanying arrows indicating direction) tangent to the rim in opposite directions. The mirror will cause these light pulses to travel circular paths around the rim, one clockwise (cw) and one counterclockwise (ccw).
From the ground we see the cw and ccw light pulses having the same speed c, the usual value for the speed of light. Note, however, that as the pulses travel around the rim, the rim and the observer fixed to it move as well. Hence, a short time later, as illustrated in the right side of Figure 2 , the cw light pulse has returned to the observer, whereas the ccw pulse has yet to do so. A little later (not shown) the ccw pulse will have caught up to the observer.
For the observer, from his perspective on the disk, both light rays travel the same distance, the same number of meters around the circumference. But his experience and his clock readings tell him that the cw pulse took less time to travel the same distance around the circumference than the ccw pulse.
What can he conclude? He can only conclude that, from his point of view, the cw pulse traveled faster than the ccw pulse. Hence, the speed of light as measured on the rotating disk does not always have the same value. It is different in different directions, and different from that measured on the ground.
This thought experiment makes it plain that any explanation for the Sagnac experiment, from the point of view of the disk reference frame, must account for different arrival times for the cw and ccw light pulses. Analyses based on Doppler shifts or wave length changes are simply not sufficient to explain this. This conclusion is in complete accord with GPS [10] , [11] and other data [19] for the rotating frame of the earth.
APPENDIX B -GENERAL PATH DIRECTIONAL TIME DIFFER-ENCE FOR LIGHT
Relation (8) for the circumferential physical velocity of light on a rotating frame in terms of the circumferential non-rotating frame (lab) velocity generalizes to any such velocity as [20] v circum,phys,rot = −rω ± v circum,phys,lab 1 − r 2 ω 2 /c 2 .
We need to find the velocity of light along the path length dl in Figure 3 where the path followed by light is not along a circumferential arc having its center at the axis of rotation. To this end consider dl aligned at an angle α to such a circumferential arc as shown in Figure 3 . In order to simplify otherwise unwieldy algebra we will restrict ourselves to first order relations from the outset. The light travels along dl so we need to find the speed of light along this path in the rotating frame in the positive and negative directions. As before, we label such speeds as v + and v − . According to our first order assumption, we further consider the angle α to have the same value in the lab and rotating frames.
With the aid of (16), and the understanding implicit in (5) that the velocity of light in the radial direction is the same in the rotating frame as in the lab, we find 
Proceeding in parallel fashion to (9) to (11) 
We also know dl = rdφ cos α .
Hence
our starting point in Section 3.2.
APPENDIX C -DERIVING SAGNAC RESULT FROM THE LAB FRAME Consider Figure 2 of Appendix A with time (T > 0) in the right side of the figure when the cw light pulse reaches the disk observer designated as T 1 . Consider the time when the ccw pulse reaches the disk observer (not shown) as T 2 . Then lengths traveled as seen from the lab by the ccw light pulse and the observer at T 1 must sum to equal the circumference, i.e.
cT 1 + ωRT 1 = 2πR
Similarly, at time T 2 cT 2 = ωRT 2 + 2πR → T 2 = 2πR c − ωR .
Hence,
Steps identical to (12) and (13) yield (1) .
